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Building Demos to
Date:

Pictured at a warehouse are LTC Eric Schilling, Commander
IAAAP; COL Gavin Gardner, Commander HQ JMC; and CSM
Morrison, Senior Enlisted Advisor HQ JMC.
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This Fiscal Year, as the United States was dealing
with the scourge of the pandemic virus COVID-19,
the Army and Joint Services continued the mission
of producing world-class munitions at the IAAAP.
This edition of the Commander’s Corner is a
bittersweet one, my time in Command is coming
to a close. Hard to believe two years has come
and gone. Lt. Col. Jason Crist will take the helm in
July. I thought it was fitting to spend some time
reviewing all that the IAAAP Team has
LTC Eric J. Schilling
accomplished. Their efforts reflect an unparalleled
Commander
commitment to our nation’s defense.
Iowa Army Ammunition Plant
This past year, IAAAP executed the broadest portfolio of capabilities in the
munitions Organic Industrial Base (OIB), producing 11 critical capabilities
and 6 preferred munitions representing approximately 42% of all critical
capabilities produced by the five combined production Government-owned
contractor-operated (GOCO) facilities.
Despite the pandemic and its impact on both the workforce and production,
IAAAP maintained its crucial and necessary collaboration with the operating
contractor, our community neighbors, Federal and State agencies, and the
Joint Services community. Significant workload continued in this challenging
environment in terms of infrastructure modernization and production
priorities. FY20 contractor oversight, review of proposals, stimulus projects,
and year-end contract awards continued unabated.
Continue to next page

Website
Looking for other issues of
Restoration News? You can
find them at:
www.IAAAPrestoration.com

RAB Meetings
Upcoming Restoration
Advisory Board (RAB)
Meetings 2021-2022:

 April 20, 9-10:30 am
West Burlington City Hall

 July 20, 9-10:30 am
West Burlington City Hall

 October 19, 9-10:30 am
West Burlington City Hall

 January 11, 9-10:30 am
West Burlington City Hall

Commander’s Corner Continued from page 1
The IAAAP continued to produce many medium- and large-caliber items for the U.S. Warfighter . All
items continue to have safety, fire, and health oversight and inspections by the U.S. Government (USG)
and American Ordnance LLC. The Total Case Incidence Rate (TCIR) continues on a downward trend. The
Safety Goal for the IAAAP is Zero Accidents and Zero Injuries.
The IAAAP continues to effectively leverage the ARMS Program for
commercial investments to reduce munitions production expenses to
ensure timely and cost-effective product deliveries to the Warfighter.
Revenues to the IAAAP ARMS account were up significantly in FY20 to
$2M on commercial railcar storage, transloading operations, and
third-party commercial production sales.
Major ARMS projects included the L Yard Transloading Pad; K Yard Rail
Upgrade; Upgrade Restrooms in several buildings; and Yard B South
Rail Upgrade. Awarded $3M in projects in FY20.
The multi-phased railroad upgrades project included replacing
out-of-date track with new track, cross ties, and rail ballast, as well as
numerous culverts and crossings. Completion is scheduled for Fall
2021, at which time 21 miles will be upgraded to commercial standard
115-pound railroad track. These upgrades help ensure the viability of
the transload rail system well into the future.

Key stakeholders and staff working ARMS
rail upgrades received recognition from
PDJS in late 2019.

In addition to the remedial investigation,
Line 1 Bioreactor
construction was completed for the Line 1 Iron
Bioreactor Treatability Study. This study will
implement a new mechanism to help treat the
contaminated water run-off from Line 1. The
project is led by researcher, Dr. Heather Smith, U.S.
Army Engineering Research and Development
Center (ERDC), who has developed an Iron
Bioreactor as a specialized treatment system for
contaminated water. The contaminated water will
flow through a series of underground tanks where
it will react with different agents including bio-char,
to filter out the contaminants. The iron bioreactor combines biological reduction of iron with the abiotic
reduction of contaminants. This system will provide a low‐cost and low-maintenance treatment option
for contaminated surface water.
The Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) remediates explosive contaminated soils
at Line 1 and AEC generated DU-contaminated soils at the Firing Sites Area. 26,103 Cubic Yards (CYs) of
material has been processed and sorted this season with 3,603 CYs of contaminated soil transported
and disposed. Areas of the Firing Sites have all been backfilled with wood chips, clean soil and
hydro-seed. FUSRAP has more tree clearing and soil remediation at Firing Site 12 and at Line 1 to be
done. Once these projects are complete and documents are final, the FUSRAP work will be complete at
IAAAP.
The Environmental Restoration Program funded the Bridge
H-18 replacement. In October 2020, construction began to
replace Bridge H-18 with a Vented Ford Low Water Stream
Crossing, which provides access to the Incendiary Disposal
Area. Bridge H-18 was a constructed in 1910. The bridge was a
65’ long, single span pony truss bridge. Construction was
completed in early December 2020.

In February, IAAAP and AO were awarded the Greater Burlington
Partnership’s (Chamber of Commerce) Project of the Year award for the renovation of building
BG 500-129. The facility is now fully leased to eight different tenants and the project will recoup all the
associated costs within five years. The IAAAP Commander, AO President, and Deputy Project Director,
Joint Services (PDJS) accepted the award on behalf of the team at the Partnership’s annual dinner.
IAAAP diverts more than 202,000 tons of solid waste from the landfill with a very progressive and
efficient Facility Reduction Program. A majority of this diversion is realized with on-site concrete
crushing. In addition, all recyclable items are recovered and recycled.
The Environmental Restoration Program took the last sample 10 June for the Installation-Wide
Remedial Investigation (RI), which completes the RI Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) phase. This milestone took almost 6 years to accomplish and
involved a lot of time and collaboration. The next phase is the Feasibility Study. Decisions will be made
and documented for the actual clean up based on the RI sampling data. For the last several months,
Human Health Risk Assessments (HHRAs) have been created and reviewed by EPA, which will be part of
the RI documents. The RI review process should move more quickly with the HHRAs pre-approved. A
total of nine RIs are planned. One RI became final 01 December.
2

IAAAP completed Phases 1-8 of the facility demolition project,
eliminating 415 structures totaling over 795,000 square feet to
date. This effort supports the Department of the Army’s (HQDA) and the Army Material Command’s
(AMC) facility footprint reduction strategy. Elimination of excess buildings supports readiness by
reducing facility overhead costs and increasing available space to construct modernized production
facilities to meet Warfighter ammunition requirements within existing explosive safety arcs.
Newly installed low water crossing over Spring Creek.

In closing, there are not enough words to express the level of pride I have in what the Team has been
able to accomplish. I have no doubt that the future remains bright and that there are more great things
to come for the IAAAP!
3
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